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Introduction: What is Monster Champions?
Monster Champions (MC) is a blockchain-based TCG & monster-battler on the Polygon
Network where players will explore, fight, trade, and learn as a community. Designed by a team
with a passion for gaming, strategy, and NFTs, this Japanese-style game features turn-based
combat in player-vs-environment (PvE), player-vs-player (PvP), guild-vs-guild (GvG) modes,
with both active and idle-play options. Collect Monsters, build your team, develop your strategy,
and take on endless challenges as you embark on a journey to become the greatest Champion
in all of Centuria!

Mission, Vision, and Guiding Principles
Currently, NFT games are hard to get into. The cost of entry is high, wallets are complicated,
and the technology can have a steep learning curve. Monster Champions is breaking down the
wall between the enjoyment of traditional games and the revolutionary technology of blockchain
games, by giving the user the option to play on-chain or off-chain.
Monster Champions is free to play, doesn’t require a wallet, and provides the perfect opportunity
to onboard your friends into the NFT world.
Monster Champions is dedicated to advancing the play-and-earn gaming model by
providing players with an opportunity to profit from their time or money invested, while still
prioritizing an immersive gaming experience above all else.
We believe that blockchain games will play a significant role in the future of gaming.
Monster Champions will demonstrate that traditional and blockchain games really don’t have to
be that different at all. With a model that’s perfectly feasible for an on-chain or off-chain player,
there are plenty of parallels between these two sectors for a complete and enjoyable gaming
experience, regardless of which route you prefer.
The foundation of Monster Champions takes place off-chain just like a traditional game. This is
crucial to our onboarding process and integral to our belief that blockchain games should be
accessible to everyone. Rather than gating the entire game with wallet requirements and
Monster purchases, we allow all players to sign up for free with an email/password to begin
playing right away.
To avoid burdening the player with transactions, all Monsters are obtained inherently off-chain.
Upon obtaining a Monster, the player will have the option to “mint” it and add it to the blockchain
before navigating to their inventory. Any Monsters left unminted will become locked, and can
later be unlocked (minted) with purchase of a Golden Key. This incentivizes players to have all
their Monsters on-chain as soon as they’re obtained, but does not require it, as this would be

limiting for anyone unfamiliar with blockchain technology. Locked Monsters will be unable to
participate in any on-chain activities such as trading, staking, and land plays.

Gameplay
Champions
Within the world of Centuria, your Champion is your identity. Each Champion has a passive skill
that pairs with a different team composition to help you firmly establish your battle style.
-

At the start of their journey, the player selects their Champion’s cosmetic features from a
template of options
After designing their Champion, the player has the option to mint it to the Polygon chain
as an NFT
When minted, the Champion will gain a randomized passive skill

Monsters
The world of Centuria is inhabited by Monsters–some friendly, some foe, and some divine; each
with a unique purpose and advantage on the battlefield. Monsters are obtained by simply
playing the game and owning Champions; we want you to be able to collect as many as you
want. As you progress through the game, you’ll accumulate points, eggs, and additional
resources– all of which can be used to obtain more Monsters!
Elements
All is balanced by the existence of 5 elements: Fire, Water, Nature, Light, and Dark.
-

Water is strong against Fire
Fire is strong against Nature
Nature is strong against Water
Dark and Light are strong against each other, and are neutral to the other elements.
All elements deal regular damage to their own element

Rarities
The rarities available in Monster Champions are Common, Uncommon, Rare, Super Rare, and
Ultra Rare.
-

Higher rarities have lower supply; the rarer the Monster, the more difficult it is to obtain
A Monster’s rarity influences many other components, including the strength of its stats
and the complexity of its skills

Stats
Each Monster has standardized based stats that it will possess when it is initially obtained.
The base stats are:

-

HP
Attack
Defense
Crit Rate
Crit Damage
Accuracy
Resistance
Recovery
Speed

Additionally, each individual Monster will have a Golden Stat, which is rolled upon obtaining and
provides a permanent boost between 0-5% to all stats listed above
Skills
Each Monster has a Basic Skill and at least one Charge Skill.
-

Each Monster can use 1 Skill per turn
The higher the rarity, the more likely it is that the Monster will have multiple skills
Most skills will be accompanied by secondary effects including buffs, debuffs, heals,
lifesteal, and status effects like sleep, stun, poison, and burn

Combining these strategies against your opponent will be the key to victory. Some Monsters will
rely on brute force in their stats while others will be better characterized by the unique skills that
they possess. Choose wisely!
Evolutions
By combining duplicate Monsters, the player can Evolve them into a new, more powerful form.
-

Massive change in the Monster’s appearance (bigger, faster, stronger)
Significant improvement to the Monster’s stats
Often unlocks a new skill for the Monster to use
Each Monster can only evolve 1 time

Cores
In the event that the player has additional duplicates of a Monster (and does not wish to sell
them), the extras can be turned into Monster Cores, which are used to further improve the stats
of a Monster.
-

All Monsters come with 3 empty Core slots
For each filled Core slot, the Monster will gain a stat boost
When a Monster Evolves, part of this stat boost is retained, and the Core slots become
empty again
To achieve maximum stats on any given Monster, you will need:

-

2 Bases (to Evolve)
6 Cores to fill the 3 empty Core slots on each of the Bases
3 additional Cores to fill the 3 empty Core slots on the resulting Evolution
For a total of 11 copies of that Monster

Runes
Runes allow players to customize their Monsters’ stats and create their own unique builds.
-

Weaker runes are obtainable through Story mode, and stronger runes are obtainable
through Dungeon mode
Runes are the staple to any strategic approach and can be equipped to Monsters to
make significant alterations to their stats, allowing them to match your playstyle

In terms of stat gain, the game is structured such that Monster Level > Runes > Evolution >
Cores. This structure ensures that these components are not an inconvenience to the casual
player. Rather, they provide a fun competitive tool for the hardcore players to gain an edge on
one another.

Game Modes
Monster Champions offers several gameplay modes, each of which contains its own experience
and rewards.
Story (PvE)
Story mode begins in the main Champion’s humble hometown and follows them on their journey
to become the greatest Champion in the world.
-

The PvE Story is richly intertwined with the game’s lore to create a complete and vivid
understanding of Centuria’s history and how it came to be the world that it is today
The Story follows a natural progression through several different regions; each region
contains various areas, and each area contains multiple levels
Story mode is the best source of experience (EXP) and fodder material, and thus is the
primary method used to level up your Monsters

Dungeon (PvE)
Dungeon mode is unlocked after adequate progression through the storyline and takes place
underground in a series of challenging battles against the dark beasts that threaten your
peaceful life in the overworld of Centuria.
-

-

The PvE Dungeon presents a never-ending sidequest to the main story, wherein the
player is fighting off endless hordes of nefarious Monsters guarding ancient secrets and
untold riches
Fight your way through the Dungeons for brilliant rewards
Dungeon mode is the best source of gold and equippables for your Monsters, and is the
most valuable method in the game for collecting high-rarity Monsters

Colosseum (PvP)
When introduced, Colosseum mode is where Champions will have the opportunity to face off
against one another.
-

-

Rankings will be based on a point system that greatly rewards Champions for defeating
opponents above their rank and minimally rewards Champions for defeating opponents
below their rank
Rankings will reset at the end of each week, and rewards will be distributed accordingly
Rewards will scale based on tiers and ranks within those tiers
Later in development, metagames will be introduced that use special conditions to offer
a new challenge to the player (e.g. your team must be Rare or lower, all Attackers, etc.)

Guild Wars (GvG)
When introduced, Guilds will allow players to come together and form powerful teams to
participate in wars and events against other guilds in pursuit of glory.
-

Guilds will have a reputation-based ranking system which will award Reputation Points
for player activities within the game

Ecosystem: How do you balance Play and Earn?
The complete Monster Champions ecosystem consists of the off-chain Game components
(questing, battling, collecting, etc.), the on-chain Game components (minting, staking, etc.),
the in-house NFT Marketplace, the Polygon Network, and eventually the Monster Champions
dual-token currency system, which will consist of a governance (value) token and an in-game
spending token.
Each of these components plays a crucial role in the “Play-and-Earn” balance–most notably that
each should be able to stand alone without relying on the others. Herein lies the most important
feature of play-and-earn: the game must be able to survive on its own. There’s a distinct
difference between DeFi with a game component and a game with a DeFi component.
We are the latter.
Play-and-Earn is balanced by the enjoyment people get from playing the game and the optional,
non-necessitated feature of DeFi and buying/selling/trading your assets. Existing entirely
on-chain is one critical mistake that many blockchain games make. “It’s better for investors” is
not a valid argument–we’re building a game here, not a bank. If the entire player-base consists
of investors, the result is a negative cash flow. Someone has to lose. In traditional gaming,
everyone loses. Nobody gets their money back, there is no ROI.
Monster Champions is different. By allowing both on-chain and off-chain activities, the game
offers appealing components to both pure gamers and pure investors (with the former catalyzing
returns for the latter) and substantial appeal for anyone interested in both.

To further these ideals, our game will be accompanied by our own NFT marketplace.
Here, any on-chain resource in Monster Champions can be bought, sold, or traded. While our
NFTs will be available on OpenSea, our custom platform will have far smoother integration with
the resources available in Monster Champions–most notably, the ability to execute
Monster-for-Monster trades. We want to bring back the “trading” element of TCGs.

NFTs: Where the players get ownership
Monster Champions is off-chain by default but gives the player the ability to mint any of the
Monsters, Champions, Runes, and Skill Books at their own volition. This can be done at any
time and is one of the luxuries of being inherently off-chain. Rather than being bombarded with
transactions every time you complete a dungeon, you can wait until your runs have completed
and initiate a bulk transaction for your spoils, if you intend to sell them.
The most notable NFTs that you will own as a player are Champions and Monsters, which are
characterized by multi-level scarcity.

Champion NFTs
Champion NFTs will first be available in the pre-release Genesis Mint, and will have a set
scarcity of 9,999. Each Genesis Champion will be a generative NFT, guaranteed to have a
combination of cosmetic features that is 100% unique and distinct from other Champions.
Genesis Champions will serve as a premium membership in Monster Champions and will
afford the holder exclusive access to Monster airdrops that will take place any time we
introduce a new Monster to Centuria. Be sure to get yours for exclusive access to events,
airdrops, communities, and anything else we (or you) can dream up for their utility. They’ll also
make fantastic profile pictures for anyone in the community who wants to show off their rare
identities. We can’t wait to see them flexed all over social media!
Creation of tokenized Champions beyond the initial 9,999 will not take place unless voted upon
by the holding majority of our eventual governance token, $MONS.

Monster NFTS
Monster NFTs will first be available in the pre-release as Variant Monsters, but that won’t be
the extent of their supply. Each time we release a new Monster, a fixed supply of “Variants” for
that Monster will be released alongside it. These Variants can only be on-chain and therefore
will have verifiable scarcity amidst the infinite “basic” versions that might exist of that Monster.
Variant Monsters follow a modified color scheme that differs from the base model and have
special attributes that allow them to earn back “energy” (an in-game resource) upon the
completion of a quest or dungeon.

When we release The Alliance (our Monster loaning program), these special attributes will
extend to the borrower of that Monster at half effectiveness, with part of the spent energy
being returned to the Monster’s original owner.
Furthermore, when we launch the official Monster Champions tokens, one of them will be
reserved for in-game use in lieu of resources like energy. When a loaned Monster completes a
quest or dungeon that was accessed with tokens, a portion of the spent tokens will be
returned to the Monster’s original owner, allowing them to extract earnings directly from
the game.

Pre-release (Genesis Mint)
The official date of the Genesis Mint is yet to be announced but is expected to take place at the
beginning of March. The game is already halfway through development, and we are waiting to
do the pre-release until we reach the 80% mark. Unlike most projects, we do not want a large
gap between our pre-release and our game release. We believe in instant utility, not speculative
utility.
The Genesis Mint is where you will mint your Genesis Champion. Each Genesis Champion is a
PFP-style generative character that will have unique features and special in-game utility. The
features of these Champions will follow those of a standard generative project, but with a catch:
There will be a distribution across 5 levels of “Elemental Affinity”, independent of the
Champion’s other features. This means that you could end up with basic features with a high
Affinity level, rare features with a low Affinity level, and everything in-between. This creates a
dual-value structure, where a Champion’s value is derived from both its “rarity” and its
“Elemental Affinity” (which boosts the strength of your Monsters in-game), giving it value to
gamers and collectors alike.

Whitelist
We’ll have tons of Whitelist opportunities taking place through our Twitter and Discord in the
coming weeks, so be sure to follow our social accounts below if you want to secure a spot. It’s
certainly something you won’t want to miss!

Official Links
Please do not trust any source other than those included here.
Additional links (such as our website link), will be added to this document before any
announcements are made with them. Please exercise caution when interacting with any
untrusted source in the NFT space, and remember to never click an unofficial link!
Additional updates and information regarding anything covered in this Whitepaper,
especially Whitelist and Pre-Release, should only be obtained from the #announcements
page in our official Discord or from our official Twitter account (links below).
Twitter: @MonsterChamps

Discord: https://discord.gg/monsterchampions
Website: https://www.monsterchampions.xyz
Email/Support: mailto:monsterchampions@gmail.com

Appendix: Tokenomics
Monster Champions will use a two token model:
●
●

$MONS, a fixed supply value & governance token for the game
$CENTS, a variable supply in-game currency for all economic activity

$MONS
MONS is the value accrual and governance token for the Monster Champions ecosystem.
It will have a fixed supply, and be distributed over 4+ years.
The initial distribution is planned as follows:
●
●
●
●
●

50% to the community via staking rewards and special in-game events (over 4+ years)
20% to the founding team (12 month cliff followed by 3 year linear vesting)
15% reserved for employee and contractor grants (1 year linear vesting)
10% to the treasury for operations and other uses
5% reserved for investors

Utility
$MONS will allow holders to vote on key governance proposals in the Monster Champions
ecosystem.
It will also serve as the fee-accrual token for earning a share of in-game spending, distributed to
holders who lock their $MONS in the staking contract.

Staking
After release, holders will be able to stake their $MONS tokens to earn $CENTS tokens to use
in game, based on the amount of $CENTS being spent in the MC ecosystem.

Earning
After the initial airdrop, further $MONS can be earned by staking Liquidity Pool tokens for the
MONS/ETH liquidity, as well as the CENTS/USDC liquidity.
This will be the primary tool for distributing $MONS into the ecosystem, and staking rewards will
be spread out over 4 years.

$CENTS
$CENTS is the in-game currency for the Monster Champions ecosystem and game.

It will have a variable supply, based on being created from in-game activities and burned from its
uses.
There will be no initial distribution, beyond airdropping an initial supply to Genesis Champions
holders for playing the game.
From there, all further $CENTS will be generated purely through in-game activities, and through
staking $MONS.

